
IO streams, formatting + File IO
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OutputStream

• An OutputStream is a class that supports
output by providing several overloaded
methods for writing a sequence of bytes to a
destination

• The print() and println() methods are
overloaded in order to support the various
standard data types, such as int, boolean,
float, etc., each method converting that data
type to a sequence of characters
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System.out

• System.out is a predefined OutputStream
object reference that is associated with a
system's standard output, usually a computer
screen

• Note that because the System class is
predefined, a programmer is not required to
import the System class in order to use the
output stream System.out.
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InputStream

• An InputStream is a class for receiving input
providing several overloaded read() methods that
allow a programmer to extract bytes from a
particular source

• System.in is a predefined input stream object
reference that is associated with a system's
standard input, which is usually a keyboard

• The System.in input stream automatically reads
the standard input from a memory region, known
as a buffer, that the operating system fills with
the input data
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Example
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When using an InputStream, a programmer must append the 
clause throws IOException to the definition of main() 

A throws clause tells the Java virtual machine that the 
corresponding method may exit unexpectedly due to an 
exception, which is an event that disrupts a program's execution



Output Formatting

• Adjusting the way that a program's output appears

• System.out provides the methods printf() and
format() for output formatting

– The first argument: the format string

– Specifies the format of the text to print along with format
specifiers for printing numeric values

– Format specifier specifies the type of value to print

– A format specifier begins with the % character followed by
another character that indicates the value type to be
printed (%d for int, %s for string)
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Format Specifiers
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Floating-point Precision
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Formatting floating-point output is commonly done
using sub-specifiers

printf("%.1f", myFloat); causes the floating-point variable myFloat to be
output with only 1 digit after the decimal point

double a = 35.55845; double b = 40.1245414;  

System.out.printf("a = %.2f b = %.4f", a, b);



Format specifiers and sub-specifiers
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%(flags)(width)(.precision)specifier



Streams with Strings
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Sometimes a programmer wishes to read input data
from a string rather than from the keyboard

Associate a Scanner object with a String (input String
Stream) rather than with the keyboard



Example
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Streams with Strings
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Similarly, a new output string stream can be created
that is associated with a string rather than with the
screen (standard output)

An output string stream is created using both the
StringWriter and PrintWriter classes;

import java.io.StringWriter

import java.io.PrintWriter;



Streams with Strings
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1. To create a PrintWriter object, the program must first
create a StringWriter, passing the StringWriter object to
the constructor for the PrintWriter

2. Once the PrintWriter object is created, a program can
insert characters into that stream using print() and
println()

3. The program can then use the StringWriter's toString()
method to copy that buffer to a String

Notice that the PrintWriter object provides the print() and
println() methods for writing to the stream, and the
StringWriter object provides the toString() method for
getting the resulting String



Example
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Reading File
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FileInputStream can be used to read data (in bytes) 
from files

• FileInputStream input = new FileInputStream(stringPath);

• Scanner scanner = new Scanner(input);

Add throws IOException to main method



Example
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numFile.txt

5
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Example
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text.txt

Java Programming

java

University

Programming

Maine

Portland

Southern Maine

Prints 2



Writing on File
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FileOutputStream can be used to writes data (in bytes) 
to a file

To write strings and other common data types, a 
PrintWriter is commonly used
1. FileOutputStream fileStream = new FileOutputStream("helloWorld.txt");

2. PrintWriter outFS = new PrintWriter(fileStream);

3. outFS.println("Hello World!");

4. outFS.close();

Add throws IOException to main method



Writing on File
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Example
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A method to takes in file path as the input and return 
average of numbers in that file. Save the average on a file 
named “average.txt”.

Each number is written on one line

e.g.,

1

2

3



Example
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Class Activity
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Using the file “usmHistory.txt” on course website, save 
the most frequent word with its frequency in an output 
file. 



Class Activity
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Read the file into a 
String

Get unique terms 
in the file



Class Activity

24Finding the most frequent word and saving it in a file



Class Activity
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